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ABSTRACT 
 
Previous research has shown that groups can exchange opinions in cellular meetings using smart devices, but no 
studies have compared these meetings with more traditional, face-to-face electronic meetings. Further, cellular 
meetings have not yet been conducted using multiple languages. In this paper, we compare groups exchanging 
Spanish and German comments using Web-based software with and without PDA emulators. Results show that 
multilingual meetings with smart devices are feasible, but desktop PC electronic meetings are still considered more 
useful, the software is easier to use, and translations are more comprehensible. However, this difference is not 
significant. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Half the world’s population has access to cellular phones [22], and by 2013, cellular phones will overtake PCs as the 
most common Web access device worldwide [20]. As this base of technological infrastructure grows, more business 
activities can be conducted over the new medium. For example, electronic meetings conducted via smart devices 
have the potential to improve the productivity of organizations. A discussion might need to be held at the spur of the 
moment with people in different locations, on the move, without access to a desktop PC. Thus, Internet-enabled 
smart devices are a natural medium for collaboration.  
 
In addition, with the increasing need to communicate internationally, more discussions will need to be interpreted or 
translated. However, it is difficult, if not impossible, for human interpreters to provide this service if group members 
are moving in different locations. Electronic meetings with integrated machine translation on Internet-enabled smart 
devices might be able to overcome this problem. 
Several cellular meetings using a single language have already been conducted [10, 11, 16, 25, 31, 32, 33]. However, 
to our knowledge, no studies have compared this usage with a more traditional electronic meeting system based 
upon desktop computers. In addition, no such study has investigated multilingual translation over smart devices.  
 
In this paper, we attempt to determine the relative differences in comprehension, ease-of-use, and usability between 
a multilingual meeting conducted using a Microsoft Pocket PC emulator and a meeting conducted with a desktop PC 
with Microsoft Windows 7, both running Web-based discussion software on Microsoft Internet Explorer 7. First, we 
provide a background on multilingual meetings and describe the program that is able to provide support for them 
over the Web. Next, we detail findings from an experiment comparing PDA use with desktop use, and we conclude 
with limitations and directions for future research. 
 

MULTILINGUAL MEETINGS 
 
An electronic meeting system (also known as a group support system or simply groupware) is a network of 
computers that enables group members to share, vote, and collaborate in a face-to-face or distributed environment 
[26]. As the world grows more interconnected, there is an increasing need for multilingual groups to engage in 
discussions. Because traditional, oral meetings with human interpreters suffer from several problems including a 
lack of anonymity, the need to take turns speaking, and the cost of interpretation, electronic meetings are now being 
conducted with integrated machine translation [2]. With this new technology, groups of up to 40 people have used 
40 different languages at once successfully [6]. 
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Polyglot is an example of this technology that allows group members to exchange comments in any of 57 different 
languages simply and quickly [4, 7]. Using this Web-based software, a comment is typed on one page, a button is 
clicked to translate, and the group’s comments are shown on another page translated to the participant’s language of 
choice. For example, Figure 1 shows a group discussion about the parking problem on campus at a university in the 
southern region of the United States translated to German.  
 

Figure 1: User reading meeting comments in German with a desktop computer Web browser 
 

 
 

Some studies have shown that translation comprehension using Polyglot met the group members’ requirements but 
this comprehension can vary by language combination, complexity of the comment text, and misspellings [3]. 
 
Although discussions have been conducted with multilingual, electronic meeting software and some meetings have 
been conducted using a single language with PDAs, to our knowledge, no multilingual groups have met using 
cellular devices. Smart devices have been capable of translating written and even interpreting oral comments, but 
this capability has not as yet been integrated with meeting software [1, 5, 28]. 
 
To address this need, Polyglot was modified to fit the limited screen size of a Pocket PC, and Figure 2 shows a 
group member reading parking-problem comments in Spanish. Other than the reduced screen size and the greater 
difficulty entering comments, the software functions on a smart device exactly like its desktop counterpart. 
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Figure 2: User reading meeting comments in Spanish with a Pocket PC emulator Web browser 
 

 
 

HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 
 
To explore how groups might meet with a cellular device as compared to a static, desktop system, we decided to 
study a meeting using Internet Explorer on Microsoft’s Pocket PC emulator (hereafter designated PDA) versus on a 
desktop. Thus, the meetings used the same computers and keyboards, and the only difference was screen size for 
entering and viewing comments. With this restriction, we were able to eliminate other variables that could affect 
perceptions of usefulness, ease of use, and comprehension. 
 
PDA ease of use and usefulness are strong determinants of successful utilization [9]. On desktop PC’s, screen 
diagonals vary from 14” on up, a Pocket PC screen diagonal is about 3.8”, and a smartphone screen diagonal can be 
up to 4.8” [24]. In addition, keyboard sizes are typically smaller for smart devices. Thus, there is greater difficulty 
entering and reading text with smaller devices [12]. 
 
Prior studies of users interacting with reduced screen sizes have been mixed. In one study [23], users interacting 
with screens showing only 15 lines of text were 50% less effective in completing tasks using a Web browser than 
those who were able to see 30 lines of text.  However, another study [17] showed that users’ ability to read and 
understand information was not adversely affected even when only a few lines of text were shown. A third study 
showed that the optimal height was just 4 lines of text [18]. There were no significant improvements in 
comprehension when the display height was increased to 20 lines and reading times were only 9% slower on the 
small screen. 
 
Given these results, we propose the following hypothesis: 
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H1: There will be no significant difference between the PDA and desktop groups in terms of ease of use.  
 
Translation comprehension can also affect a user’s perceptions of the multilingual meeting software usefulness, and 
there could be a lower limit of acceptability [14, 30]. Some have suggested that an acceptable accuracy is only 40% 
[13], while others have suggested at least 80% is necessary in a meeting [19].   
 
Screen size might not affect a user’s perceptions of understandability, however. In one study (Dillon et al., 1990), 
subjects were presented with 3,500 words in either a 20- or 60-line display window and were asked to summarize 
the main points. The study found that the comprehension rates on the smaller screen were as good as those on the 
larger. Although 20 lines of text is much larger than the display window of a PDA, most comments in an electronic 
meeting are only a few lines long. Thus, we suggest: 
 
H2: There will be no significant difference between the PDA and desktop groups in terms of translated comment 
comprehension. 

 
Finally, if there is no difference in ease of use or comprehension, there should also be no difference in perceived 
usability. 

 
H3: There will be no significant difference between the PDA and desktop groups in terms of system usability. 

 
EXPERIMENT 

 
A study was conducted with 39 undergraduate Business students at a university in the southern United States, and 
these participants were randomly distributed in four groups with sizes of 10, 10, 10 and 9.  
 
Although any of 57 languages supported by Polyglot could have been used, we chose German and Spanish for the 
languages of discussion. As the students were not familiar with either German or Spanish, they were provided a 
Microsoft Word document with German and Spanish comments to copy and paste into the multilingual meeting 
software. These comments were originally typed in English from a previous electronic meeting focused on ways to 
solve the parking problem on campus and were then translated to German and Spanish by a human expert.  
 
In 5 minutes, students copied and pasted the sentences into Polyglot running on Internet Explorer. The first and the 
second group ran the Web browser on the full desktop, while the third and the fourth groups ran the browser under 
the Pocket PC emulator, thus constricting the space available to enter and read comments.  After entering the foreign 
comments, the students selected English as the language of communication and read the translations provided 
automatically by the system. Finally, the students completed a questionnaire asking them to evaluate their 
perceptions of translation comprehension, software ease of use, and software usability for a meeting. 
  
Cronbach’s alpha values were calculated to test the reliability of questionnaire constructs, and comprehension 
(0.871), ease of use (0.911), and usefulness (0.935) each met the minimum criterion of 0.7 [15, 26].   

 
Table 1: Variable summary 

 
 PDA Desktop 

 Mean Std 
Dev 

Mean Std 
Dev 

Comp 5.44 1.09 6.02 1.05 

Ease 5.15 1.37 5.38 1.49 

Usability 4.87 1.33 5.28 1.54 
 

All means significantly different from neutral value of 4 at α = 0.05 
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Table 1 shows summary results for the variables in the study. In both treatments, students were able to comprehend 
the translations to English and believed each system was easy to use and useful. We found there was no significant 
difference between the two treatments in terms of comprehension (F=3.957, p = 0.054), ease-of-use (F = 0.840, p = 
0.500), and usability (F=1.098, p = 0.372). Therefore, we cannot reject H1, H2, or H3. 
 
In addition, a correlation analysis showed that comprehension was significantly associated with ease of use (R = 
0.518, p < 0.001) and usability (R = 0.333, p = 0.038), and ease of use was significantly associated with usability (R 
= 0.562, p < 0.001). 
 
 After the experiment was conducted, two evaluators were asked to rate their comprehension of individual comments 
using the same three scales, as the students were asked to evaluate comprehension only overall.  There was strong 
agreement between the two evaluators as inter-rater reliability was found to be 0.813, considered good [21, p 231]. 
The average comprehension ratings were 6.71 and 6.67 on a 1 to 7 scale, each significantly above the neutral value 
of 4, and there appeared to be no comment that was not understood.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The workforce is becoming increasingly cellular as more employees use smart devices in business. Although the 
screen size and bandwidth of cellular devices connected to the Internet are not equivalent to desktop computers 
connected to high-speed lines [29], these differences might not matter for cellular meetings.  
 
This research investigated groups using multilingual meeting software running on either a full computer desktop or 
on a PDA emulator approximately the same size as an actual device. In both cases, students were allowed to copy 
and paste German and Spanish comments using a keyboard, and the only difference between the two treatments was 
the text area for reading and typing comments. Results showed that group members were able to comprehend the 
comment translations to English equally well, and they did not think there was a significant difference in ease of use 
or usability.  Therefore, we conclude that cellular, multilingual meetings could be just as effective and efficient as 
equivalent, face-to-face meetings using desktop computers. 
  
Perhaps the most important limitation to the study is that differences in typing capabilities were not investigated. 
That is, in both cases, students used a full-sized keyboard for entering comments, but it is more difficult to enter text 
on an actual PDA, even though many college students are accomplished with texting. 
 
The second limitation is that only two languages were used for input (German and Spanish) and one was used for 
evaluation (English).  Comprehension of translations between other language pairs (e.g., Korean to Hindi) could be 
different.  
 
Third, group members in the two electronic meetings used pre-recorded comments with no spelling errors. The 
presence of errors would likely decrease the translation accuracy. 
 
Obviously, future research should focus on groups using actual PDAs in geographically dispersed and face-to-face 
environments to further investigate the feasibility of cellular meetings. In addition, the research should be duplicated 
using emulators or actual devices with even smaller screen displays, such as that provided by cellular phones. 
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